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DEf"D'-JSE INTELLIGENCE /\GENCY 
WASHJr'lGTON, D.C. 20301-0111 

DT-S 23 July 1987 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ASSISTANT DEPUTY DIRECTOR FOR SCIENTIFIC AND 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE 

SUBJECT: SUN STREAK Int~ri~ Operational Report #1 - 8711 (U) 

1. (S/NF/SK) Four Sources have engaged this target during the 
course of seven sessions. All perceived an area that is desert
like with a large body of water nearby. 

a. (S/NF/SK) Source 003, during Sessions #1 and #2 
described an object which was "linked and controlled". It was 
associated with an "urban-located, somehow-hidden, organization 
that is vying in a competitive or confrontational sense with 
another, larger, more open organization. Having this object or 
device, which is heavy, metal, but still moveable when necessary, 
lends power or influence to those who have control of it. This 
advantage is lost if it becomes known where etther its 
controllers or the device itself is located". At the beginning 
of Session #3, the Source was made aware that the target "device" 
was a missile and that its location was to be perceived. The 
Source then described an oppressively hot, rundown industrial 
area. Within what appears to be an old warehouse is a large room 
where several disassembled missiles are located. In the near 
future, perhaps a week to ten days, the missiles will be moved to 
another location. This will occur at night. Two trucks, one 
providing security escort only, will transport the missiles to an 
area ~n the hill~ not too far from their .£resent (23 :I,uly 87>. ~--·
location. The missiles will @·ac.e¢LJpside an ofd, abandoned 
~Fucturl with an underground component. This structure has an 
above-ground entrance buttressed with beams and supports. There 
is something resembling a "eart ... o.f a house" located on top of the 
structure. Source's sketch of the area is at TAB A. 
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b. (S/NF/SK) Source 011 described an urban area situated on 
a flat plain with moderate-size mountains to the north and 
northeast. Here source perceived a structure with "an above
ground dungeon" which in which prisoners were sometimes kept. 
Connected with this area was a second location in the foothills 
to the northeast. This second area was describ~d as a large 
c~rn~or va'\T1t- located in a l~rge hillsfde or ·~ountain. There 
w~,,.a large, iro-n-, sliding door inside. On 22 July 1987 this 
cavern appeared empty. The cavern appeared to have been 
abandoned during the first half of the century. Source's two 
sketches of the area are at TABB and TAB C. 

c. (C/NF/SK) Source 018 described a large complex of flat
topped building located in a hot, arid location. One "missile", 
supported on a stand, was observed located in a large room on 23 
July 1987. Source observed a technician working on the missile. 

d. (C/NF/SK) Source #079 described a locale in terms 
similar as those used above, and went on to describe a smaller 
body "of water loc"a.ted to the west, "like a lake" with white sand 
and grass where recreational activities take place. The target 
missile has not moved during the period of 3 July 1987 to 21 July 
1987. Source perceived that it would probably be moved to a new 
location de_se_r_ibecras-a~w tunnel." 

2. CS/NF/SK) 

4 Enclosures 
TAB A Sketches 
TABB Sketches 
TAB C Sketches 
TAB D Sketches 

Based on an assessment of the data provided, the 
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